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Abstract
Small scale yielding around a plane strain mode I crack is analyzed using discrete
dislocation dynamics. The dislocations are all of edge character, and are modeled as line
singularities in an elastic material. At each stage of loading, superposition is used to
represent the solution in terms of solutions for edge dislocations in a half-space and a
complementary solution that enforces the boundary conditions. The latter is non-singular
and obtained from a finite element solution. The lattice resistance to dislocation motion,
dislocation nucleation, dislocation interaction with obstacles and dislocation annihilation
are incorporated into the formulation through a set of constitutive rules. A relation between
the opening traction and the displacement jump across a cohesive surface ahead of the
initial crack tip is also specified, so that crack growth emerges naturally from the boundary
value problem solution. Material parameters representative of aluminum are employed. For
a low density of dislocation sources, crack growth takes place in a brittle manner; for a low
density of obstacles, the crack blunts continuously and does not grow. In the intermediate
regime, the average near-tip stress fields are in qualitative accord with those predicted by
classical continuum crystal plasticity, but with the local stress concentrations from discrete
dislocations leading to opening stresses of the magnitude of the cohesive strength. The crack
growth history is strongly aected by the dislocation activity in the vicinity of the growing
crack tip. # 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The interaction between plastic flow and the actual process of material
separation plays an important role in setting the fracture response of structural
materials. For example, plastic dissipation in the material around a crack tip
results in a macroscopic work of fracture that is much larger than the work
required to separate the crack surfaces (e.g. Irwin, 1958; Freund, 1998; Tvergaard
and Hutchinson, 1992). By way of contrast, micro- or nanoscale patterning of
plastic flow can lead to dislocation-free regions and/or dislocation pile-ups that
give rise to stress concentrations that promote fracture (Lin and Thomson, 1986;
Shastry et al., 1994).
Analyses using classical continuum plasticity have provided much insight into
the interaction between plastic flow and fracture processes. However, when the
actual separation process takes place on an atomic scale there is an inherent
diculty in using continuum plasticity. According to classical continuum
plasticity, the maximum stress attained at a blunted mode I crack tip is of the
order of three to five times the material’s flow strength. Typically, such stress
levels are too low to cause atomic separation. This is of particular significance
when cohesive surface models of fracture are used in conjunction with continuum
plasticity, as in Needleman (1990) and Tvergaard and Hutchinson (1992).
Experimental evidence (Fleck et al., 1994; Ma and Clarke, 1995; De Guzman et
al., 1993), suggests that plastic flow over small material size scales requires higher
stress levels than does plastic flow over larger size scales. Nonlocal plasticity
theories have been developed, e.g. Fleck and Hutchinson (1993, 1997), Acharya
and Bassani (2000), to model this eect. Such theories can give rise to higher
stress levels in the vicinity of a crack tip than do classical plasticity theories (e.g.
Wei and Hutchinson, 1997). A nonlocal plasticity theory implicitly attributes the
increased stress to concentrations associated with dislocation structures. Another
model, proposed by Suo et al. (1993), and used, for example, by Beltz et al.
(1996), postulates a dislocation-free zone as an elastic strip inside which the crack
propagates. Because the strip remains elastic, stresses become high enough for
atomic separation to develop. Both of these approaches aim at a continuum
description of plastic flow and crack propagation, so that the eect of the
discreteness of the actual dislocation structure is still not taken into account.
In this paper, we carry out full boundary value problem solutions for small
scale yielding of a mode I crack in plane strain, with plastic flow arising from the
collective motion of large numbers of edge dislocations. The fracture properties of
the material are embedded in a cohesive surface constitutive relation so that crack
initiation and crack growth emerge as natural outcomes of the boundary value
problem solution. The formulation and solution of the boundary value problem
for the dislocated solid follows the approach of Van der Giessen and Needleman
(1995) and Cleveringa et al. (1999a). The stresses and strains are written as
superpositions of fields due to the discrete dislocations, which are singular inside
the body, and image fields that enforce the boundary conditions. With attention
restricted to small strains, the nonlinear boundary value problem for the smooth
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image fields can be conveniently solved by an incremental finite element method.
In this approach, the long range interactions between dislocations are accounted
for through the continuum elasticity fields. Drag during dislocation motion,
interactions with obstacles, and dislocation nucleation and annihilation are also
accounted for. These are not represented by the elasticity description of
dislocations and are incorporated into the formulation through a set of
constitutive rules, which are based on those proposed by Kubin et al. (1992).
A key aspect of the formulation here is that both the plastic stress–strain
response and the evolution of the dislocation structure are outcomes of the
solution of the boundary value problem. By way of contrast, in a conventional
continuum formulation the plastic stress–strain response is an input (Rice, 1987;
Cuitin˜o and Ortiz, 1992), while early dislocation analyses have postulated a
dislocation structure in the crack tip vicinity (e.g. Weertman et al., 1983). More
recently, dislocation dynamics studies have been carried out where the dislocation
structure evolved in response to the imposed loading; near a stationary mode I
crack tip by e.g. Hirsch and Roberts (1989), Nitzsche and Hsia (1994), and near a
mode III growing crack by Zacharopoulos et al. (1997). A main focus in these
studies has been the ductile-brittle transition in initially dislocation-free materials,
where dislocations are nucleated from the crack tip. However, in many materials
the pre-existing dislocations have an important influence on the fracture toughness
(e.g. Ashby and Embury, 1985). In the spirit of an analysis by Lin and Thomson
(1986), Shastry et al. (1994) used an essentially one-dimensional model for mode
II conditions to study the influence of pile-ups of existing dislocations near the
crack tip on the ductile-brittle transition.
The focus in this paper is on materials that need not be dislocation-free initially.
Initially present dislocations may serve either as bulk sources for dislocation
generation or as obstacles to dislocation motion. The computations are carried
out in the framework of small-scale yielding. This is imposed by prescribing
displacements corresponding to the isotropic, linear elastic mode I singular fields
remote from the crack tip with a monotonically increasing stress intensity factor.
The potentially activated slip planes have no mobile dislocations initially, and
nucleation of dislocations takes place from a density of two-dimensional Frank–
Read sources randomly distributed in a process window surrounding the crack tip.
A density of obstacles is also distributed within this process window. The
evolution of plasticity and the history of crack growth emerge from the boundary
value problem solutions. The results to be presented particularly focus on the
eects of source and obstacle densities on the material’s crack growth resistance.
2. Problem formulation
Small- scale yielding conditions are considered so that plastic flow is assumed to
be confined to a small region near the current crack tip. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
this region is represented by a window in which plastic flow is caused by the
motion of discrete dislocations. There are no dislocations outside this window.
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The dislocations are treated as line singularities in elastically isotropic material,
with Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio n. Multiple slip is accounted for,
with slip planes being oriented symmetrically about the crack plane. Crack growth
is modeled using a cohesive surface framework where the fracture characteristics
of the material are embedded in a traction–displacement separation relation
(Needleman, 1987). There is a single cohesive surface that extends over a distance
of x c in front of the initial crack. When symmetry about the crack line is
assumed, the analysis can be limited to the region shown in Fig. 1.
Cartesian tensor notation is adopted and for small strains, with body forces










Here, V is the volume of the region analyzed, Sext is the external surface and Scoh
is the surface across which cohesive tractions operate. Further, sij are the
components of the stress tensor, ui are the displacement field components, Di are
the components of the displacement jump across the cohesive surface and
Fig. 1. Small-scale yielding analysis under mode I conditions with discrete dislocations moving inside a
process window. Because of symmetry, only half the problem needs to be analyzed. The cohesive
surface ahead of the initial crack is used to describe crack growth.
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Eij  1
2
ui,j  uj,i , 2
Ti  sijnj, 3
with ni the components of the unit outward normal on Scoh or Sext: The factor 1/2
in Eq. (1) stems from the fact that, by virtue of symmetry, only half of the work
in the cohesive surface contributes to the work in the region analyzed.
The small scale yielding boundary conditions involve imposing displacements
corresponding to the elastic mode I singular field remote from the crack tip. For
an isotropic elastic solid, with the initial crack tip at the origin, the displacements






































m  E=21 n and KI is the mode I stress intensity factor.
Since the initial crack is at the origin,
T1x1, 0  T2x1, 0  0 for x1 < 0: 7
The cohesive constitutive relation for the normal traction is taken to have the
form of the exponential universal binding law of Rose et al. (1981) for which






for 0 < x1 < x c 8
with Dn being the normal separation of the cohesive surface and Tn the
corresponding traction. The normal to the cohesive surface is parallel to the x2-
axis so that, with the assumed symmetry, the opening of the cohesive surface, Dn,
is given by
Dn  2u2x1, 0: 9
Because of the assumed symmetry, the tangential traction vanishes on the cohesive
surface, T1x1, 0  0 for 0 < x1 < xc:
Ahead of the cohesive surface, symmetry conditions are prescribed so that
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T1x1, 0  0, u2x1, 0  0 for x1 > x c: 10
3. Method of analysis
The computation of the deformation history is carried out in an incremental
manner with a monotonically increasing value of KI prescribed in Eqs. (4) and (5).
Each time step involves three main computational stages: (i) determining the
Peach–Koehler forces on the dislocations; (ii) determining the rate of change of
the dislocation structure, caused by the motion of dislocations, the generation of
new dislocations, their mutual annihilation, and their possible pinning at
obstacles; and (iii) determining the stress and strain state for the updated
dislocation arrangement.
At a given stage of loading, the velocity, strain-rate and stress-rate fields are
written as the superposition of two fields,
_ui  ~_ui  _^ui, _Eij  ~_Eij  _^Eij, _sij  ~_sij  _^sij 11
The  ~  fields are the fields of the individual dislocations, in their current
configuration, and give rise to tractions ~Ti and displacements ~Ui on the boundary
of the body. Here, the individual dislocation fields are those for an edge
dislocation in a traction-free half-space (Freund, 1994), with the traction-free
surface corresponding to the crack plane x2  0: These dislocation fields are given
in Appendix A. The ^ fields represent the image fields that correct for the actual
boundary conditions, as follows.
At a given time t, the stress field and the current positions of all dislocations are
known. An increment of loading _KIDt is prescribed. The rate boundary value







T tDtn dDn dS  0: 12
The expression (12) has been simplified relative to Eq. (1) by using Ti  0 on
those parts of the external surface Sext on which tractions are prescribed, and by
invoking dui  0 on that part of the external surface where the displacements are
prescribed and the vanishing of the tangential traction on the cohesive surface. We
have also used the fact that the individual dislocation fields ~sij satisfy continuing
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where D˜n and Dˆn are related to the corresponding displacement fields ~u2 and u^2





Also, to first order,
s^tDtij  s^tij  _^sijDt 15



































Since the ^ fields are smooth in the region of interest, the rate boundary value
problem in Eq. (16) is conveniently solved using a finite element method. The
kinematic boundary conditions (4), (5) and (10) infer boundary conditions for the
displacement rates _^ui along the same boundaries,
_^u  _ui ÿ ~_ui 17
with the ~_ui fields derived from the displacement fields of the moving dislocations
(see Appendix A).
Assuming dislocation glide only, the variation of the potential energy of the
body due to infinitesimal variations of the position of the Ith dislocation is
governed by the Peach–Koehler force f I  given by












i the slip plane normal and the Burgers vector b
I 
i of dislocation I. The
direction of this force is in the slip plane and normal to the dislocation line. The
Peach–Koehler force includes the long-range interactions with all other
dislocations in the material. It is this force that will determine the evolution of the
dislocation structure, accounting for glide, generation, annihilation and pinning at
obstacles according to a set of rules that will be discussed subsequently.
The magnitude of the glide velocity vI  of dislocation I is taken to be linearly
related to the Peach–Koehler force through the drag relation
f I  BvI 19
where B is the drag coecient. As in Cleveringa et al. (1999a), a cut-o velocity of
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20 m/s is used which is low enough to be eective in allowing substantially
increased time steps and high enough not to eect the results significantly.
New dislocation pairs are generated by simulating Frank–Read sources. The
initial dislocation segment of a Frank–Read source bows out until it produces a
new dislocation loop and a replica of itself. The Frank-Read source is modeled in
terms of a critical value of the Peach–Koehler force, the time it takes to generate
a dislocation loop and the size of the generated loop. In two dimensions, this is
simulated by point sources which generate a dislocation dipole when the
magnitude of the Peach–Koehler force at the source exceeds a critical value tnucb







At this distance, the shear stress of one dislocation acting on the other is balanced
by the slip plane shear stress tnuc:
Annihilation of two dislocations with opposite Burgers vector occurs when they
are suciently close together. This is modeled by eliminating two dislocations
when they are within a material-dependent, critical annihilation distance Le:
Obstacles to dislocation motion are modeled as fixed points on a slip plane.
Such obstacles account for the eects of small precipitates or for dislocations on
other slip systems in blocking slip. Pinned dislocations can only pass the obstacles
when their Peach–Koehler force exceeds an obstacle dependent value tobsb:
It is noted that the above rules for dislocation evolution are intended to
incorporate short-range eects at an atomic scale which a discrete dislocation
model cannot resolve. Short-range interactions between dislocations on dierent
slip planes near their junction are not accounted for separately in this analysis;
such dislocations only interact through their long-range elastic fields.
When a dislocation glides towards the open crack it can disappear from the
material. We model this by taking the dislocation out of the system, but the
number of dislocations that left from each slip plane is stored. Since the analytical
formulas in Appendix A describe the dislocation in a half-space with a traction-
free surface, a dislocation located at the surface has no contribution to the stress
field, but there is a contribution to the displacement field, with a step of b=2
across the slip plane at the surface.
Because of the assumed symmetry, there is a mirror dislocation for each
dislocation in the region analyzed numerically. This mirror dislocation does not
need to be accounted for explicitly when superimposing the fields of all
dislocations, for example as in the sum in Eq. (18). Rather, its presence is
accounted for through the symmetry boundary conditions. What does need to be
accounted for in the dislocation analysis is that when a dislocation crosses the
closed crack plane, it leaves the region analyzed, but, due to symmetry, a mirror
dislocation enters into the system along the mirror slip plane.
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4. Results
The size of the region analyzed for the cases to be presented is 1000  500 mm
and a finite element mesh of 120 100 bilinear quadrilateral elements is used. The
mesh is highly refined (80 80 elements) inside the process window which is taken
to have dimensions Lp  10 mm by hp  12:5 mm (see Fig. 1). In all cases, the
crystal has two slip systems, symmetrically oriented at +608 and ÿ608 to the
crack plane x2  0: For each slip system there are 401 slip planes equally spaced
over the process window, with a spacing of 86b. Initially, these slip planes are
assumed not to have any mobile dislocations, but to have a random distribution
of dislocation sources and obstacles. One of the source and obstacle distributions
used is shown in Fig. 2; there is no special dislocation nucleation from the crack
tip.
The value of the drag coecient in Eq. (19) is taken as B  10ÿ4 Pa s, which is
a representative value for aluminum (Kubin et al., 1992). The strength of the
dislocation sources is randomly chosen from a Gaussian distribution with mean
strength tnuc  50 MPa and standard deviation 0:2tnuc: From Eq. (20) the mean
nucleation distance is Lnuc  125b and b is specified to have the value 0.25 nm.
Fig. 2. Dislocation source and obstacle distribution within a 2  2 mm region around the initial crack
tip for the case with rnuc  49 mmÿ2 and robs  98 mmÿ2. The dislocation sources are represented by
‘‘o’’ and the obstacles by ‘‘j’’:
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The nucleation time for all sources is taken as tnuc  0:01 ms. All obstacles are
taken to have the same strength tobs  150 MPa. The annihilation distance is
specified as Le  6b (Kubin et al., 1992). The elastic constants are taken as E  70
GPa and n  0:33 giving a shear modulus m of 26.3 GPa.
The cohesive surface properties are taken to be smax  0:6 GPa and dn  4b
giving a work of separation, fn  exp1smaxdn of 1.63 J/m2. For fracture without
any dislocation activity, so that all energy released is consumed by the cohesive








For the material parameters here K0  0:358 MPa m1=2:1 All calculations have
been carried out for an applied loading rate specified by _KI  50 GPa m1=2=s:
4.1. Two limiting cases
The crack growth behavior depends on the density of sources and obstacles,
and there are two limiting cases. One of these occurs when there are so few
sources (of strength tnuc, low compared to smax that very few dislocations are
generated before the crack starts to propagate. In this source-limited situation, the
stresses near the tip are close to those associated with the mode I elastic crack tip
field, with isolated deviations caused by the few dislocations that have nucleated.
One such case is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Because of the cohesive surface, the
stresses are not singular at the crack tip. The opening stress at the crack tip needs
to reach the strength smax of the cohesive surface for the crack to propagate in a
brittle manner.
When dislocations are generated before crack propagation, they tend to move
away from the crack tip and to shield the tip. The second limiting case arises
when there are insucient obstacles (of high enough strength tobs to pin the
dislocations. In such obstacle-limited cases, the dislocations strongly relax the
stresses near the tip, leading to continued blunting without crack propagation.
This is shown in Fig. 3(b), where the applied KI is almost twice as large as in the
brittle case of Fig. 3(a), but crack growth has not occurred. In this case, the
obstacle density is two times lower than that shown in Fig. 2, rnuc  robs  49
mmÿ2. In Fig. 3(b), on average, the stresses within a distance of about 5 mm are
rather uniform inside the two sectors 08 < y < 608 and 608 < y < 1208: Although
each dislocation has a singular stress field that decays inversely proportional with
distance, for plotting purposes the stresses are extrapolated to the nodes of the
1 In the preliminary study of Cleveringa et al. (1999b), the value of K0 reported should be corrected
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Fig. 3. Distributions of the opening stress s22 for two limiting situations: (a) source limited plasticity
leading to completely brittle fracture at K=K0  1; (b) obstacle limited plasticity leading to strong
blunting with no tendency for crack propagation prior to K=K0  1:86:
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finite element mesh. As a consequence, the local high stresses around each
dislocation are not seen in the contour plot.
Rice (1987) obtained asymptotic solutions for the stress distributions in plane
strain mode I crack tip fields for elastic-ideally plastic FCC and BCC crystals.
Similar stress distributions were seen in the numerical results of Cuitin˜o and Ortiz
(1992). The near-tip stress state involves angular sectors within which the stress
state is constant, with the stress discontinuous across sector boundaries. The
analysis by Rice (1987) can be readily repeated for a double slip system with the
slip planes at 608 and 1208 as in the present dislocation analysis, leading to three
sectors: (0, 608), (608, 1208) and (1208, 1808). The stresses inside these sectors can
be computed from the yield condition on the slip systems (with slip system flow
strength t0), the boundary conditions and the traction continuity conditions across









t0 and 0, respectively. The mean normal stress s11  s22=2




t0: In Fig. 3(b), the average value of
s22 in the sector ahead of the crack is 1150 and 175 MPa in the sector above
the crack. The factor of 2 dierence coincides with the ratio from the above
continuum slip analysis. Other average stress components (not shown) also agree
well.
4.2. Eect of source and obstacle density
The curves of applied KI versus crack advance Da in Figs. 4 and 5 show how
the fracture behavior depends on the density of sources and obstacles. The crack
location in these figures is taken to be the point along the cohesive surface where
the opening of the cohesive surface, Dn, is 2dn:
Fig. 4 shows results for three densities of randomly placed sources and, for
comparison purposes, the result for a dislocation-free material. The general trend
is that the value of the applied KI for crack growth initiation as well as the crack
growth resistance increases with an increasing density of dislocation sources. Part
of the small deviation of the initiation value of KI from K0 in Fig. 4 for rnuc  0
stems from using 2dn to define the crack location and part is a consequence of
discretization error. More dislocations are generated with an increasing density of
sources so that, before crack advance, the increasing number of dislocations leads
to stronger blunting of the crack tip, thus raising the value of the applied KI
necessary for initiation. As the crack propagates, the increasing dislocation
activity tends to shield the tip, leading to an increasing resistance to further crack
growth.
It is also seen that crack growth tends to proceed in ‘‘spurts,’’ especially for the
lower source densities. For a density of 4.1 mmÿ2, the initiation of crack growth
takes place at the same value as for the source-free material, and the crack rapidly
grows with a resistance that is slightly higher than K0, indicating that a few
dislocations are generated during crack growth. At Da10:5 mm, the resistance
increases significantly followed by another rapid extension of about 0.15 mm, etc.
When the density of sources is increased, the periods of brittle crack advance
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shorten rnuc  24:6 mmÿ2) and gradually disappear rnuc  49:2 mmÿ2). The
strong increase of the crack growth resistance for rnuc  4:1 mmÿ2 at around Da 
0:9 mm is due to the fact that the crack tip has, by coincidence, approached a
dislocation source which then generates many dislocations. A similar phenomenon
occurs for rnuc  24:6 mmÿ2 after 0.8 mm of crack growth.
Close examination of the results reveals that many sources, distributed over a
significant part of the dislocated region have actually generated dislocations. The
first few dislocations are generated from sources with relatively low strength that
are located close to the tip. When these dislocations move away from the crack
they can subsequently activate sources in the interior of the material. This
autocatalytic process is operating especially in the cases with the higher source
densities.
Fig. 5 summarizes the results for simulations with four obstacle densities at a
source density of 49 mmÿ2 (the curve for robs  98 mmÿ2, rnuc  49 mmÿ2 is
common to both figures). The general trend in this figure is that the crack growth
resistance increases with a decreasing density of obstacles. However, the results do
not completely order by obstacle density, so that this tendency is modified
significantly by statistical eects. For the lowest density shown, robs  49 mmÿ2,
Fig. 4. Normalized applied stress intensity factor KI=K0 vs. crack extension Da for various densities of
dislocation sources. The obstacle density is robs  98 mmÿ2.
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the crack does not initiate until KI11:9K0 and after little growth the resistance
rises rapidly. In this case, the dislocations that have been generated give rise to
strong blunting of the crack and to eective crack-tip shielding. An increasing
density of obstacles tends to prevent dislocations moving away from the crack tip,
thus promoting earlier initiation of crack propagation. Indeed, the total
dislocation densities at crack initiation (5.7, 3.1, 5.7 and 2.1 mmÿ2 for increasing
obstacle density) order with the initiation values in Fig. 5. It should be noted,
however, that the crack initiation behavior is controlled mainly by the relatively
small number of dislocations very near the crack tip.
An impression of the dislocation structures that develop for dierent obstacle
densities can be obtained from Fig. 6. It should be noted that the dislocation
distributions are shown here at the same value of KI, so that, as shown by the
triangles in Fig. 5, the dierent cases exhibit dierent amounts of crack advance.
The amount of crack growth can also be seen in the crack profiles shown in Fig.
6. For the lower two densities, Fig. 6(a) and (b), the dislocation activity is mostly
concentrated on a few (say, five) of the slip planes emanating from near the initial
crack tip. Especially in Fig. 6(a), there are many dislocations on the ÿ608 slip
Fig. 5. Normalized applied stress intensity factor KI=K0 vs. crack extension Da for various densities of
obstacles. The source density is rnuc  49 mmÿ2. Dislocation distributions corresponding to the triangles
are shown in Fig. 6, while the circles correspond to Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Dislocation distributions inside the 10  12.5 mm process window at an applied loading of
KI=K011:87 for the four dierent obstacle densities shown in Fig. 6 (see triangles): robs  49 mmÿ2 (a);
74 mmÿ2 (b); 98 mmÿ2 (c); 123 mmÿ2 (d). The corresponding crack opening profiles (displacements
magnified by a factor of 10) are plotted below the x 1-axis.
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Fig. 6 (continued)
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planes, but with increasing obstacle density most of the dislocations are located on
the 608 planes. The shielding dislocations on these slip planes (with the Burgers
vector pointing away from the crack plane) arrange in pile-ups formed from the
obstacles on these planes. However, we also see that the dynamic process of
dislocation generation and motion has led to quite a significant density of anti-
shielding dislocations on adjacent slip planes. With increasing obstacle density,
some crack advance has taken place at the value of KI considered here, Fig. 6(c)
and (d), and crack growth has given rise to dislocation activity on 608 slip planes
that were ahead of the initial crack tip. Crack growth does not appear to
substantially increase the dislocation activity on the ÿ608 planes. However, in Fig.
6(c) and (d), a noticeable number of dislocations have appeared in the wedge y <
608: It is worth noting that the dislocation structures shown in these and
forthcoming figures are not equilibrium distributions but instantaneous snapshots.
Due to the continuously increasing applied load and also because of the absence
of a friction stress, there is no time for the dislocations to reach equilibrium
positions in the present simulations.
The dislocation density in the immediate neighborhood of the moving crack tip
is so high that it is dicult to ascertain the near-tip dislocation structure.
Therefore, Fig. 7 shows a smaller 2  2 mm region around the initial crack tip for
the case with rnuc  49 mmÿ2 and robs  98 mmÿ2. Four dierent stages are shown,
as indicated by the circles in Fig. 5. The first stage clearly shows that dislocation
activity on slip planes emanating from behind the initial crack tip are responsible
for the blunting. At this scale, the stress fields of the individual dislocations are
quite noticeable, although it is recalled that the finite element mesh onto which the
dislocation stresses have been extrapolated for plotting purposes is not fine
enough to show the singularity of each dislocation. Despite shielding of the crack
tip by dislocations, the opening stress, s22, in Fig. 7(a) reaches suciently high
values over a distance of about 0.2 mm ahead of the tip to open the cohesive
surface. To indicate the stress enhancement involved, the discrepancy between the
‘‘continuum’’ stress level, i.e. the average value in the sector ahead of the crack,
and the cohesive strength is a factor of 3–4. The stress peak in Fig. 7(a) is directly
due to the presence of the discrete dislocations since quite a few dislocations are
located very near the original crack tip.
With continued loading, these stresses cause the crack to propagate into the
region of relatively lower stresses. Here, the crack arrests and dislocations on
more forward slip planes blunt the tip again. Still, the tractions along the cohesive
surface are large enough to cause opening, Fig. 7(b). One of the noticeable
dierences with the state shown in Fig. 7(a) is that there is a small region of about
0.1 mm around the current crack tip where there are no dislocations. Outside this
region, there are a few dislocations ahead of the crack tip, which have a
considerable influence on the near tip stress field. With continued loading, the
crack continues to propagate in an almost brittle manner. At the stage shown in
Fig. 7(c) a tangle of dislocations has formed immediately around the current tip
which produces a traction profile ahead of the tip that apparently leads to rapid
propagation. Fig. 7(d) shows a stage in which some blunting again accompanies
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Fig. 7. Distribution of dislocations and the opening stress s22 in the immediate neighborhood (2  2
mm) of the crack tip for the case with rnuc  49 mmÿ2 and robs  98 mmÿ2 at four dierent stages of
loading (see circles in Fig. 5): KI=K0  1:66 (a); 1.87 (b); 1.94 (c); 2.08 (d). The corresponding crack
opening profiles (displacements magnified by a factor of 10) are plotted below the x 1-axis.
Fig. 7 (continued)
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Fig. 8. Deformed meshes showing the slip pattern in the vicinity of the crack tip for the case shown in
Fig. 7. The displacements are magnified by a factor of 10: (a) at Da  0:01 mm, KI=K0  1:66
corresponding to Fig. 7(a); (b) at Da  0:38 mm, KI=K0  1:94 corresponding to Fig. 7(c).
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crack growth (cf. Fig. 5). As in Fig. 7(b), there is a10:1 mm-sized dislocation-free
zone around the tip.
Fig. 8 gives an impression of the appearance of plastic deformation caused by
the collective motion of the dislocations for the case shown previously in Fig. 7.
Initial blunting, Fig. 8(a), has occurred mainly by slip bands emanating from the
immediate neighborhood of the initial crack tip, with two slip bands at 608 and
one at ÿ608. When the crack has propagated to the stage shown in Fig. 8(b),
some blunting of the new tip has occurred but it is less intense than the initial
blunting. Consistent with this, we observe only minor slip band formation from
the current crack tip. Comparison of Figs. 8(a) and (b) reveals that during crack
propagation slip has accumulated only on the foremost 608 slip band, whereas the
other two initial slip bands were not significantly activated further.
It should be noted that the localized deformations seen in these results are due
to the discreteness of the dislocations and are therefore not sensitive to the mesh
size. The long-range  ~  fields of the dislocations, including their discontinuous
displacement fields, are handled by the analytical solution for the half space
outlined in Appendix A; the finite element mesh is only used to incorporate the
boundary conditions. The discrete dislocation analysis of bending of a crystal
(Cleveringa et al., 1999a) also gives rise to slip bands and it has been explicitly
shown there that the solution is not mesh dependent.
5. Concluding remarks
We have carried out analyses of the initiation and growth of a mode I crack
where the interplay between plastic dissipation and material separation is an
outcome of the boundary value problem solution. The fracture properties of the
material are embedded in a cohesive surface constitutive relation and plastic flow
arises from the collective motion of discrete dislocations.
Two-dimensional Frank–Read sources are distributed randomly in a process
window surrounding the crack tip. No mobile dislocations are present initially;
mobile dislocations can only nucleate from these sources, with no special
dislocation nucleation from the crack tip. Obstacles to dislocation motion are also
distributed randomly within the process window.
The fracture behavior depends sensitively on the density of dislocation sources
and obstacles. For a suciently low density of dislocation sources, only isolated
dislocations are generated and crack propagation takes place in a brittle manner.
On the other hand, when ample nucleation sites are available but the obstacle
density is suciently low, the dislocations strongly relax the near-tip stresses,
resulting in continued crack tip blunting without crack propagation. Between
these two extremes, crack propagation with plastic dissipation takes place. The
resistance to crack growth tends to increase with an increasing density of
dislocation sources and to decrease with an increasing density of obstacles. These
trends are consistent with the observations of Gumbsch et al. (1998) on fracture
of single crystals of tungsten, who found that the fracture toughness was largely
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controlled by the availability of dislocation sources while the brittle–ductile
transition was controlled by the dislocation mobility. It is also interesting to note
that radiation damage can lead to dislocation pinning (e.g. Carren˜o-Morelli et al.,
1999), which our results indicate would play a role in reducing the resistance of
irradiated materials to crack propagation.
Our simulations show that discrete dislocations play a dual role in the fracture
process. On the one hand, dislocation activity gives rise to values of the applied KI
at initiation that are significantly higher than for an elastic solid with same
cohesive properties. In addition, there is R-curve behavior — the applied KI tends
to increase with crack length. On the other hand, it is the local stress
concentration associated with discrete dislocations in the vicinity of the crack tip
that leads to stress levels of the magnitude of the cohesive strength, causing the
crack to propagate. A necessary condition for this is the presence of obstacles to
glide, which keep dislocations in the vicinity of the crack tip. The interplay
between these dual roles of the discrete dislocations causes crack growth to occur
in ‘‘spurts.’’
During the periods that crack propagation is accompanied by significant plastic
deformation, the simulations show some evidence of a ‘‘dislocation-free zone.’’
With a size of the order of 0.1 mm for the present material parameters, this zone
size is similar to or larger than those considered by Shastry et al. (1994) but is an
order of magnitude smaller than the dislocation free zone sizes estimated by Suo
et al. (1993). Indeed, the dislocation-free zone size in our computations is so small
that the stress field inside it is primarily controlled by the stress fields of the
nearby dislocations. Also, it does not leave a dislocation-free strip around the
propagation tip, but oscillates in size with the spurts in crack growth. During
periods of brittle crack growth, the dislocation-free zone, if any, is smaller than
the length scale that the present approach can resolve.
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Appendix A. Dislocation fields in a half-space
The method of solution used in this paper makes use of the closed-from
analytical fields for a single edge dislocation in the elastic half-space x2 > 0: These
fields can be conveniently obtained through the complex stress function approach
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of Muskhelishvili (1953) as pointed out by Freund (1994). In particular, the
solution invokes Muskhelishvili’s observation that the solution for a half-space
can be represented in terms of a single analytic function j of z  x1  ix 2
according to


















The overbar denotes the complex conjugate. The displacement components can be
found by integration and are given through









Freund (1994) gives the expression of j 0 for a dislocation located at a distance
h from the free surface. However, he used a dierent coordinate system and
orientation of the half-space than we consider here, see Fig. 9. A transformation
of variables then yields














where the complex variable b is defined as b  jbjm, with jbj the magnitude of the
Burgers vector and m  cos f i sin f indicating the slip direction.
The functions j and j 00 to be substituted into Eq. (A3) can be obtained by













Fig. 9. Coordinate system used for the fields of a dislocation in a traction-free half-space.
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It should be noted here that we have also used the opposite of the definition of b
used by Freund (1994), so that the contour integral of ~u1  i ~u2 around a
dislocation in the counter clockwise direction is equal to b.
It is of importance to note that the function jz is determined up to an
arbitrary integration constant. This integration constant needs to be determined so
that the displacement discontinuity for each dislocation properly aligns with the











The two logarithmic terms are not to be combined in order to ensure that the
branch cut aligns with the slip plane.
Finally, in order to incorporate the kinematic boundary conditions via Eq. (17)
in the incremental analysis we need the expressions for the velocity components ~_ui
caused by the motion of the dislocation. In deriving these, due note should be
given to the fact that the real axis of the coordinate system is attached to the
moving dislocation, while the imaginary x2 axis is fixed at the edge of the half-
space. Denoting the velocity of the dislocation itself by vi, the associated rate of
change the velocity field can be obtained from the displacement field according to
Eqs. (A3) and (A5) as





where Rz is the real part of z:
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